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Early data emerging from the first phase 3 trial of a malaria vaccine are raising hopes that a licensed vaccine will 
soon be available for use in endemic countries, but given the relatively low efficacy of the vaccine, this needs to 
be seen as a major step forward on the road to a malaria vaccine rather than as arrival at the final destination. 
The focus for vaccine developers now moves to the next generation of malaria vaccines, but it is not yet clear 
what characteristics these new vaccines should have or how they can be evaluated. Here we briefly review the 
epidemiological and immunological requirements for malaria vaccines and the recent history of malaria vaccine 
development and then put forward a manifesto for future research in this area. We argue that rational design of 
more effective malaria vaccines will be accelerated by a better understanding of the immune effector mechanisms 
involved in parasite regulation, control and elimination.

During the 20th century, numerous highly effective vaccines with enor-
mous benefits for human and animal health were produced against 
pathogens characterized by single or infrequent infection and lifelong 
immunity. Developing vaccines against pathogens that cause chronic 
infections has been much more difficult. Three of these pathogens, HIV, 
malaria and tuberculosis, are international health priorities for the 21st 
century. In each case, progress is slow, sporadic and unpredictable, but 
much basic knowledge about the pathogens and their hosts has been 
acquired. For malaria, a long and painstaking program of research has 
finally yielded one vaccine candidate that, although far from ideal, has the 
potential to reduce childhood morbidity in Africa and beyond. It seems 
opportune at this time to reflect on the lessons we have learned from 
the last three decades of malaria vaccine research and consider alternate 
approaches to the development of more effective, second-generation 
vaccines.

Why do we need a malaria vaccine, and what should it do?
Despite recent progress in reducing the burden of malaria in some areas 
of seasonal or sporadic malaria transmission, malaria remains an intrac-
table problem in much of Africa. Malarial disease disproportionately 
affects the poor, children under the age of 5 years and pregnant women. 
The World Health Organization estimates that that there were 216 mil-
lion clinical episodes and 655,000 deaths from malaria in 2010 (ref. 1), 
although a recent systematic analysis indicated that the global death toll 

exceeded 1.2 million in 2010 (refs. 2,3). The malaria burden is increased 
further by enhanced susceptibility to other infections and lifelong health 
effects of exposure to malaria before birth3. Moreover, a substantial num-
ber of cases occur outside of Africa in densely populated countries of 
the Indian subcontinent and southeast Asia, emphasizing the need for 
strategies to control species other than Plasmodium falciparum, such as 
Plasmodium vivax and, increasingly, Plasmodium knowlesi4, which are 
endemic in these areas.

Given the enormous genetic and genomic plasticity of malaria para-
sites, the emergence of antimalarial drug resistance is inevitable. Reports 
of emerging resistance to the newest family of antimalarial drugs—the 
artemisinins—are particularly worrying5, and drug discovery is strug-
gling to keep ahead of the spread of resistance6. Moreover, insecticide 
resistance is again becoming a problem7. This has led to an acceptance 
that sustainable reductions in malaria morbidity and mortality will 
require the development and deployment of drugs and vaccines to pre-
vent the transmission of malaria from human to mosquito, thus inter-
rupting the sexual phase of the parasite life cycle in which new (resistant 
and multiresistant) genotypes emerge8 (Fig. 1). This creates an immediate 
conundrum for those working on malaria vaccines: should they focus 
on developing vaccines that reduce morbidity and mortality but have 
little impact on transmission (thereby saving lives in the short term) or 
on those designed primarily to interrupt transmission (thereby protect-
ing only at the population level)? Ideally, both aims should be achieved.

The necessary prioritization of human and financial resources is forc-
ing some difficult decisions to be made. In 2006, the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation—currently one of the largest funders globally of 
translational research for malaria control—funded the Malaria Vaccine 
Technology Roadmap9, a global strategy for accelerating the develop-
ment and licensing of a highly effective malaria vaccine, which set out 
two goals for vaccine research: a vaccine that is 50% protective against 
severe disease and death by 2015, and a vaccine that prevents 80% of clini-
cal malaria episodes by 2025. However, although many major funders, 
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Any hope of accelerating the evaluation stage of new vaccines thus 
depends on identifying immune correlates that predict—individually or, 
more realistically, within the population—whether any particular vaccine 
candidate will protect against natural infection. Defining correlates of 
protection requires a much better understanding than we currently have 
about how these vaccines work, and such correlates will probably be spe-
cific for each candidate. Moreover, deployment of RTS,S will necessitate 
a major re-evaluation of future vaccine needs, taking into consideration 
operational issues, as well as the benefits and limitations of RTS,S13. This 
re-evaluation will require a comprehensive and open-minded review of 
our progress with other vaccines and the parasitological, immunological, 
methodological and logistical constraints that we face. This review aims 
to begin this re-evaluation of malaria vaccine research and suggest areas 
of research that are particularly timely and promising for the immediate 
future.

RTS,S—the only phase 3 candidate
RTS,S is the first malaria vaccine to approach licensure by entering phase 
3 trials. Preliminary data from this trial11 confirmed that the vaccine 

such as the US National Institutes of Health, the Wellcome Trust and 
the European Commission, continue to fund broad portfolios of vaccine 
research, the most recent Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation Malaria 
Strategy document (April 2011) now specifically prioritizes vaccines 
designed to interrupt malaria transmission10.

The malaria vaccine landscape is extremely heterogeneous, with many 
disparate approaches being followed; however, for more than a decade, this 
landscape has been dominated by one particular vaccine candidate. The 
anticipated licensing of RTS,S/AS01 as the first malaria vaccine, expected 
in 2015, will substantially affect malaria vaccine research. Assuming that 
RTS,S will be used in a substantial number of P. falciparum–endemic 
countries, any new vaccine will need to show markedly greater protective 
efficacy than the 30–50% reported for RTS,S11,12. In the absence of reli-
able correlates of protection, however, this may mean many more years 
of costly empirical studies. If funders and regulators require these trials to 
directly compare the efficacy of a new vaccine against RTS,S in ‘head-to-
head’ trials, they will need to be very large indeed. The placebo-controlled 
phase 3 trial of RTS,S involves 16,000 children11; comparative trials might 
need to be substantially larger to show superiority.
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Figure 1  Life cycle of Plasmodium spp. infections, with the main immune responses that control the parasite at each stage. Sporozoites, injected into the 
skin by the biting mosquito, drain to the lymph nodes, where they prime T and B cells, or the liver, where they invade hepatocytes. Antibodies (Ab) trap 
sporozoites in the skin or prevent their invasion of liver cells. IFN-g–producing CD4+ and CD8+ T cells inhibit parasite development into merozoites inside 
the hepatocyte. However, this immune response is frequently insufficient, and merozoites emerging from the liver invade red blood cells, replicate, burst out 
of the infected erythrocyte and invade new erythrocytes. Merozoite-specific antibodies agglutinate and opsonize the parasite and can inhibit the invasion of 
red blood cells through receptor blockade. Antibodies to variant surface proteins also opsonize and agglutinate infected red blood cells (RBCs) and prevent 
their sequestration (cytoadherence) in small blood vessels. IFN-g–producing lymphocytes activate macrophages and enhance the phagocytosis of opsonized 
merozoites and iRBCs. Complement-fixing antibodies to gametocyte and gamete antigens lyse parasites inside the mosquito gut or prevent the fertilization 
and development of the zygote. Sporozoite, liver-stage and gametocyte and gamete antigens are somewhat polymorphic, whereas merozoite antigens and 
variant surface antigens are highly polymorphic. APC, antigen-presenting cell.
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interesting correlations between protection and numbers of CD4+ T 
cells producing either TNF or IL-2. RTS,S consistently induces CD4+ 
but not CD8+ T cell–mediated responses. Whether induction of PfCS-
specific CD8+ T cells will improve the efficacy of RTS,S is not known. 
Future exploration of RTS,S-induced responses should include not only 
enhanced flow cytometric panels for PfCS-specific effector and memory 
lymphocytes but also evaluation of the potential for strong adjuvants to 
induce tolerance, regulatory T cells or both and how their presence or 
lack thereof correlates with protection.
Optimal vaccination revisited. An understandable desire to integrate 
RTS,S into existing vaccine schedules, most notably the World Health 
Organization expanded program of infant immunization, has led to the 
vast majority of the empiric development being limited to a 0, 1, 2–month 
vaccination schedule, with licensure being anticipated for the first dose 
being given at 6–12 weeks of age—although this may be reconsidered in 
light of the most recent phase 3 trial data12. Although antibody responses 
at month 10 were similar in children vaccinated on a 0, 1, 2–month and 
a 0, 1, 7–month schedule and T cell responses were slightly better after 
the 0, 1, 2–month schedule21, it is not clear that either schedule is optimal 
for inducing long-lasting responses. Conversely, data from experiments 
in mice suggest that longer intervals between vaccine doses may provide 
greater efficacy25,26 and that optimization of vaccination schedules is 
required for each vaccine candidate. Moreover, in areas of highly sea-
sonal transmission or with extensive maternally acquired immunity, the 
rationale for a 0, 1, 2–month schedule of infant vaccination is somewhat 
dubious, especially if protection is short lived. In such a scenario, mass 
vaccination, annual booster vaccination or both of the population at risk 
before the annual transmission season might be more effective.

Concerns about potential competition between vaccines in the 
expanded program of infant immunization coadministered with RTS,S 
have been allayed in phase 2b trials27 and will be evaluated further within 
the phase 3 trial. It is not yet clear that either the dose or frequency of 
RTS,S/AS01 administration has been optimized. There is evidence from 
other systems that profound stimulation, repeated stimulation or both 
of antigen-specific T cells may skew the response toward terminally dif-
ferentiated effector cells at the expense of memory populations28 and that 

confers ~50% protection against clinical malaria episodes, and a similar 
level of protection against the severe malaria episodes that carry a risk 
of death, immediately after vaccination in children vaccinated at 5–17 
months of age. Even though protection waned within a few months11, 
and subsequent data from the trial indicated that the vaccine efficacy 
may be closer to 30% in children vaccinated between 6 and 12 weeks of 
age12, RTS,S continues on the path to licensure because of its anticipated 
ability to reduce severe morbidity in young children (Box 1). There are 
many lessons that we can, and indeed must, learn from the story of the 
development of RTS,S and questions that we must continue to raise if we 
hope to improve protection.
Antibodies are not enough. As RTS,S/AS01 has repeatedly protected 
~50% of experimentally challenged volunteers from infection, the 
immune response of those volunteers has been carefully scrutinized, 
but there has been little success in identifying a single adaptive immune 
correlate14. Because of its particulate nature, RTS,S combined with a 
3-O-desacyl-4’-monophosphoryl lipid A (MPL)- and QS21-containing 
depot adjuvant15,16 has generally induced good antibody responses; 
however, there is a large overlap in antibody titer between protected 
and unprotected vaccinees17. Thus, whereas a good antibody response 
to the circumsporozoite protein insert in the vaccine (PfCS) seems to be 
associated with protection after RTS,S/AS01 vaccination, it may not be 
sufficient. Over the course of the phase 2 development of RTS,S, there 
were always protected individuals with low T cell responses and high 
amounts of antibody and others with good T cell responses but antibody 
amounts well below the average of the unprotected volunteers17–19. This 
interindividual variation in vaccine responsiveness further complicates 
the validation of immunological correlates of protection.
RTS,S immune correlates: T cell responses. Detailed phenotypic and 
functional profiles of antigen-specific T cells induced by RTS,S have 
not yet been published. Studies have been limited largely to a four-
parameter phenotype (CD40L, interferon-g (IFN-g), tumor necrosis 
factor (TNF) and interleukin-2 (IL-2)) identified by the vaccine devel-
opers (GlaxoSmithKline) as an indicator of antigen-specific effector  
T cells20–23, with additional information from one study in which CD69 
and CD25 were assessed as T cell–activation markers24. There are some 

Box 1  The RTS,S story
RTS,S comprises the C-terminal portion of the P. falciparum circumsporozoite (PfCS) protein that is physically linked to the hepatitis B virus 
S antigen (HBs) and is formulated with excess HBs into virus-like particles and administered in a proprietary oil-in-water (AS02) or liposomal 
(AS01) MPL- and QS21-bearing adjuvant128. PfCS is the major coat protein of the invasive sporozoite stage of the parasite (Fig. 1).

The use of PfCS as a vaccine target has been a roller coaster ride of alternating enthusiasm and disappointment since the seminal work 
by the Nussenzweigs on this antigen in the 1970s and 1980s129. Initial excitement based on murine and rhesus models soon gave way 
to doggedly optimistic determination by several groups over the course of four decades130,131. Numerous recombinant circumsporozoite 
proteins of various lengths and purity, DNA plasmids and virally vectored circumsporozoite constructs have been tested16,130,131 with 
myriad adjuvants and dosing schedules.

The use of HBs-based viroid particles was inspired by the belief that particulate antigens were processed and presented in a more 
immunogenic manner than soluble proteins, which has since been confirmed. The RTS,S particle itself was not effective until it was paired 
with the new adjuvant formulation AS02 (which was later further optimized to AS01). After being ~50% protective against homologous 
challenge in malaria-naive individuals17, extensive field trials confirmed an efficacy of 30–50%16.

As RTS,S targets only the pre-erythrocytic stages, it was surprising that vaccinated children with breakthrough infections had a reduced 
incidence of both uncomplicated malaria episodes and severe malaria11. The vaccine may markedly reduce the number of liver-stage 
schizonts reaching maturity, thereby increasing (by several, crucial days) the time available to mount innate and adaptive responses to limit 
the replication of blood stages.

Although the first field trial was regarded as rather disappointing—resulting in partial and short-lived protection against reinfection58—
the consistent increase in time to re-infection coupled with the reduction in severe malaria risk in children logically mandated advanced 
development of this vaccine.

The message from RTS,S suggests that any malaria vaccine that shows a tendency to confer protection, no matter how small or for how 
short a period, might potentially be engineered to confer levels of protection that are useful from a public health point of view. It is unclear 
whether the same degree of effort, money or faith will be applied to future candidate vaccines.
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of parasites and immunity: challenges to vaccine development
Ultimately, a sustainable and affordable impact on the disease burden of 
malaria will require a vaccine efficacy >50%. To achieve this will require 
a creative synthesis of existing and new strategies. The continued empiri-
cal testing of new antigens and formulations remains inevitable, as the 
potential benefits of a successful trial are so great. The challenge, then, 
is to use these trials (successful or not) to learn about the underlying 
immunology and thus guide future improvements.
Malaria’s complex life cycle and genetic variability: the major obstacle.  
The vaccine challenges imposed by the genetically diverse nature of malaria 
parasite populations and their complex, multistage, multiantigen life cycles 
have been exhaustively discussed37,38. Evolutionary pressures exerted by 
the human immune system have selected for extensive polymorphism of 
genes encoding immunodominant antigens throughout the life cycle39,40. 
Conversely, conserved genes (or conserved sections of otherwise poly-
morphic genes, such as those encoding the dominant B cell epitopes of 
the circumsporozoite protein) are assumed to not have been under sub-
stantial immune pressure and, thus, to not be natural targets of protective 
immunity. The effectiveness of antigenic polymorphism as an immune eva-
sion strategy is amply demonstrated by the observation that homologous 
re-infection of patients with neurosyphilis undergoing malaria therapy 
frequently did not induce a clinical infection, whereas re-infection with 
heterologous strains invariably led to disease41.

The parasite life cycle has evolved, in part, to facilitate rapid selection 
for, and dissemination of, advantageous mutations. All of the human 
infective stages are haploid, such that all change-of-function mutations are 
immediately expressed and able to confer a selective advantage. Extensive 
within-host replication of blood-stage parasites occurs intracellularly 
and is thus partially protected from immune recognition and allows 
for rapid expansion and transmission of parasite clones carrying favor-
able traits to mosquitoes40. The obligatory sexual stage of the life cycle 
within the mosquito, combined with the high frequency of mixed-clone  

lower doses of antigen may be more effective for the induction of long-
lived memory cell populations, self-renewing memory cell populations or 
both29. The potential impact of previous exposure to vaccine antigens30, 
resulting from natural infection or in utero exposure, also needs to be 
considered when optimizing vaccination schedules.

Although considerably more work is required to identify the optimum 
vaccination age and dosing schedule for RTS,S, more immediate issues 
are to define an acceptable level of protection and determine the true rate 
at which vaccine efficacy declines below this level, as this will help deter-
mine the optimal boosting strategy. PfCS-specific antibody titers wane 
rapidly (declining by 80% of their peak after vaccination in 6 months 
and by 95% within 21 months in one study31), and incidence rates of 
clinical malaria in vaccinated and unvaccinated individuals begin to 
converge within 6 months after vaccination31–33. Conversely, trials in 
Mozambique have revealed that vaccinated children have a substantially 
lower risk than unvaccinated children of developing clinical malaria at 
up to 45 months after vaccination34 despite the lack of any evidence that 
anti-PfCS titers in vaccine recipients are boosted by natural exposure35. 
Various explanations have been put forward to explain this paradox36, 
but thus far there are no empirical data to support or refute any particu-
lar explanation. The planned 3-year follow up of children in the phase 
3 trial will begin to provide some answers regarding the duration and 
mechanisms of protection and how these vary with the local epidemiol-
ogy of infection.

Given their enormous potential as new adjuvant platforms for vaccines 
in general, little information has so far been placed in the public domain 
regarding the innate immune mechanisms induced by the adjuvants 
AS01 or AS02. A better understanding of the innate pathways activated 
by these adjuvants would provide invaluable clues as to their probable 
mode of action and the subsequent effector mechanisms that confer pro-
tection, thus substantially assisting future efforts to combine additional 
antigens or develop rational prime-boost approaches.
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innate immune ligands are sequestered away from pattern recognition 
receptors (PRRs) or that there are simply too few of them to induce a 
potent innate response. Interestingly, viable Plasmodium yoelii liver 
stages do not induce overt inflammation in BALB/c mice54 but radiation-
attenuated parasites do55, suggesting that healthy parasites do indeed 
sequester ligands away from PRRs. There is also evidence that the parasite 
may directly subvert the innate response. For example, the circumspo-
rozoite protein interferes with mammalian ribosomal function and host 
cell–protein synthesis56,57, which might impair the expression of alarm 
molecules by infected hepatocytes or disrupt their ability to interact in 
a cognate fashion with adaptive T cells. The rather poor natural immu-
nogenicity of many pre-erythrocytic and sexual-stage antigens may be 
a direct consequence of this minimal innate immune response. Indeed, 
vaccination with sporozoite antigens formulated in potent adjuvants such 
as those used in the RTS,S vaccine induces antibody titers that are at least 
20-fold higher than those induced by natural exposure58,59, indicating 
that the circumsporozoite protein is intrinsically antigenic as long as it is 
presented in an inflammatory context.

As a vital organ, the liver is programmed to minimize potentially 
damaging inflammation60, thwarting the priming and recruitment of 
immune effector cells. Moreover, erythrocytes lack expression of both 
major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I and any machinery 
for the processing and presentation of foreign peptides on their surface, 
making them resistant to conventional targeting by cytotoxic T cells. 
Additionally, the enormous biomass of parasite material, much of it in the 
form of hemozoin (which is highly resistant to biological degradation), 
that can accumulate during a malaria infection (estimated to be 7 × 1011 
P. falciparum–infected red blood cells in an acutely ill adult in southeast 
Asia61) can overwhelm the degradative capacity of the reticuloendothelial 
system. Macrophages and dendritic cells become laden with indigestible 
material and are thus unable to function as effective antigen-presenting 
cells and are induced to release large amounts of proinflammatory cyto-
kines. This cytokine storm underlies much of the acute pathology of 
malaria, and immune homeostasis is only restored by activation of regu-
latory T cell populations, secretion of immunoregulatory cytokines and 
downregulation of cytotoxic immune mechanisms such as the neutrophil 
oxidative burst48,62 (Fig. 2).

Naturally acquired immunity to malaria eventually stabilizes at a steady 
state at which it neither causes excessive immunopathology nor com-
pletely eliminates the parasite, resulting in a chronic infection that ben-
efits both the host (that escapes acute disease) and the parasite (that can 
continue to propagate to new hosts)48. Although arguments can be made 
in favor of trying to replicate this steady state by vaccination—disease  
and death would be averted but periodic re-exposure to infection would 
serve to boost vaccine-induced immunity—designing adjuvants or 
delivery systems to mimic such a complex interaction is challenging. 
Moreover, the net result of this steady state is to undermine the host’s abil-
ity to mount effective immune responses against the malaria parasite itself 
and against other pathogens, such as Salmonella spp.62 and Epstein-Barr 
virus63. This is believed to account for much of the indirect burden of 
malaria. For this reason, if for no other, a better understanding is urgently 
needed of the interplay of proinflammatory and regulatory immune 
responses in both natural immunity (Fig. 2) and vaccination models.

Designing the next-generation malaria vaccine
There are sound immunological, epidemiological and clinical arguments 
for developing vaccines against any, and all, life-cycle stages, and all have 
been the focus of vaccine development activities64. Although vaccines 
that directly target gametocytes or gametes (transmission stages) will have 
the most direct impact on malaria transmission, a vaccine that targets 
only these stages without preventing infection or ameliorating disease 

infections within a single human and within a single mosquito gut, 
results in extensive genetic recombination during transmission, bring-
ing together entirely new combinations of polymorphic genes. Indeed, 
except in rare circumstances of extreme population bottlenecking, every 
new human malaria infection may be genetically unique and presents 
a new immunological puzzle40. A final level of antigenic complexity is 
conferred by the ability of successive generations of parasites to vary the 
antigens they export to the erythrocyte surface (which mediate the bind-
ing of infected erythrocytes to the endothelium in the microcirculation) 
by sequential expression of individual members of multigenic variant 
surface protein families; the individual genes encoding these surface 
antigens are themselves highly polymorphic42–44 (Fig. 1).

The immune responses induced by natural infection are therefore 
highly stage and genotype specific. This might explain the need for a 
person to experience many different malaria infections before functional 
immunity (that is, protection from disease) is achieved. Mathematical 
models suggest that just a single infection reduces the risk of death45 
and that immunity to severe malarial complications may develop rela-
tively quickly in areas of intense exposure but can take longer in areas 
of low or intermittent exposure. There is very little evidence that natural 
exposure ever leads to complete sterilizing immunity, and most indi-
viduals with effective clinical immunity will continue to experience 
low-density, asymptomatic infections throughout their lives46. It is still 
unclear whether such broad-spectrum, clinical and partial parasitological 
immunity is conferred by numerous, highly specific immune responses, 
by a smaller number of extensively crossreactive immune responses 
or by the eventual development of immune responses targeting highly 
conserved proteins. Whether this immunity is a result of specific anti-
parasite responses that allow individuals to control their parasitaemia or 
whether it also comprises regulatory or tolerizing responses that control 
the inflammatory response against the parasite and thereby minimize 
the clinical symptoms47–49 is unknown. The latter concept complicates 
the development and evaluation of vaccines that currently focus on the 
induction of proinflammatory, antiparasite effector mechanisms (Fig. 1).

The parasite’s life strategy poses other problems for the immune system. 
Each vertebrate host stage of the parasite is an obligate intracellular patho-
gen, providing protection from antibody-mediated damage, and the transi-
tion from one cell to another is very rapid (sporozoites typically take 10–15 
min to migrate from the skin to the liver50, and merozoites invade a red 
blood cell in less than 30 s51). This offers very little time for antibodies to 
act. Also, each phase of the life cycle is quite short in relation to the 7–14 d  
that it takes to develop an effective antigen-specific immune response: 
sporozoites transform into intrahepatic forms within minutes to hours of 
entering the body, which then transform into merozoites within 6 d (Fig. 1).  
Theoretically, a new, antigenically variant generation of merozoites can 
develop every 48 h. Gametocytes transform into gametes as they emerge 
from their red-cell cocoon in the mosquito midgut. The immune system 
is thus always ‘running to catch up’ with an ever-changing target.

One important exception to the rule that surface proteins are poly-
morphic is that antigens expressed exclusively on parasite sexual stages 
developing within the mosquito vector are minimally polymorphic52. 
This presumably reflects the inability of invertebrates to make highly 
antigen-specific immune responses; rather, they rely on generic (innate) 
immune effector mechanisms that target all parasites equally (Fig. 1). The 
relatively conserved nature of these sexual-stage antigens makes them 
highly attractive targets for antimalarial vaccines to prevent malaria 
transmission from mosquitoes to humans.
Malaria’s life cycle puzzles the immune system. Although erythrocytic 
stages induce potent innate immune responses (Fig. 2), sporozoites, 
immature liver stages and gametocytes induce little, if any, inflamma-
tion53. This may indicate that they lack innate immune ligands, that their 
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herpesviruses78) and the technical difficulties associated with the produc-
tion, standardization, storage and inoculation of live organisms75 (Fig. 3).
Blood-stage vaccines—preventing disease. Vaccines targeting mero-
zoites or infected red blood cells (Fig. 1) should reduce overall parasite 
densities to levels that do not cause disease. Owing to parasite mutation, 
replication, antigenic variation and polymorphism, sterile immunity will 
probably never be achieved by blood-stage vaccination. Thus, erythrocytic 
vaccines have the potential to reduce disease and death in the short term 
but may be highly vulnerable to the rapid emergence of parasite escape 
allelotypes. Three blood-stage vaccine trials have provided evidence for 
allele-specific protection, with substantial reductions in the numbers of 
clinical cases caused by parasites carrying vaccine alleles of merozoite 
surface protein-2 (MSP-2) (ref. 79), apical membrane antigen 1 (AMA-1)  
(ref. 80) and merozoite surface protein 1 (MSP-1) (E. Angov and  
C. Ockenhouse, personal communication) but not cases caused by parasites 
carrying other alleles. It is assumed that both T cells and B cells specific 
for this stage of the life cycle are induced primarily in the spleen81 (Fig. 2).

So far, clinical trials of blood-stage vaccines have been disappoint-
ing: at least 10 candidate vaccines were discontinued at or before phase 
2 trials, and only 3 of the 20 remaining candidates have reached a 
phase 2b study64. Because the handful of merozoite antigens that have 
been the main focus to date all suffer from high levels of allelic vari-
ability, there is increasing interest in the discovery of potential alter-
natives. Currently, two complementary antigen discovery approaches 
are being used: first, identifying polymorphic antigens that show  
population-level signatures of immune selection38, and second, identify-
ing essential, monomorphic or oligomorphic proteins or epitopes that 
are not naturally immunogenic82. In both approaches, if conserved and 
functionally constrained epitopes can be identified and their immuno-
genicity can be enhanced, it might be possible to develop a vaccine that 
protects against all parasite genotypes and is resilient to immune selec-
tion. Combining pre-erythrocytic and blood-stage antigens remains an 
attractive option to protect recipients of pre-erythrocytic vaccines from 
breakthrough infections.

Interest in antimerozoite immunity has recently been rekindled by 
two very exciting, and related, observations. The Ok blood group anti-
gen, basigin, has been identified as an essential receptor for P. falciparum 
reticulocyte-binding protein homolog 5 (PfRh5), a parasite ligand that is 
essential for red cell invasion by P. falciparum merozoites83, and PfRh5 
has been shown to be a target for vaccine-inducible crossstrain–neutral-
izing antibodies that prevent merozoite invasion in vitro82. Plasmodium 
parasites have a diverse and redundant repertoire of invasion pathways, 
allowing them to adapt to changes in host-cell availability and phenotype, 
which has frustrated some previous attempts to target merozoite inva-
sion for vaccine development84. But now, for the first time, a universally 
expressed red cell receptor and an essential, functionally monomorphic, 
merozoite ligand have been identified. Thus, PfRh5 is an exciting new 
prospect for erythrocytic vaccine development.

To find other new targets for blood-stage immunity, a much better 
understanding of the essential immune effector mechanisms that control 
blood-stage infections is needed (Fig. 1). Although there is good evi-
dence that antibodies—acting alone or in concert with phagocytes—can 
remove infected red blood cells from the circulation85,86 and are associ-
ated with protection87, the antigens targeted by functionally important 
antibodies are still poorly characterized, as is their precise mechanism of 
action, and they are often highly allele specific. Furthermore, merozoite 
antigen–specific T helper type 1 (TH1) and TH2 cells can be detected 
in immune88,89 and immunized90,91 individuals, but their importance 
is unclear. Studies of primary malaria infections in mice indicate that 
natural killer (NK) cells, T cells and B cells are all required for the effec-
tive control and clearance of blood-stage parasites92 (Fig. 2). These cells 

in the vaccinated individual may not be as enthusiastically adopted by 
governments, health care workers or communities. Moreover, any vac-
cine that substantially reduces the prevalence and density of circulating 
asexual parasites may also reduce numbers of infective gametocytes and 
might therefore contribute to reducing transmission65.

A combination vaccine is the long-term objective of malaria vaccine 
development, which has historically focused on a very limited set of anti-
genic targets. Thus far, of the more than 5,000 possible gene candidates, 
only 20 or so antigens have reached the stage of serious preclinical devel-
opment64. However, bioinformatic approaches have allowed the identi-
fication of additional proteins with favorable vaccine characteristics66, 
including antigens that are expressed at several life-cycle stages or those 
that have less allelic variability (Fig. 3).
Pre-erythrocytic vaccines—the ideal candidate. An antisporozoite 
vaccine that completely blocks the establishment of infection in the 
liver65,67 would totally prevent clinical disease as well as transmission. 
Such a vaccine would need to induce high-titer, high-avidity antibodies 
to trap the sporozoite in the skin before it can invade a blood vessel (and 
opsonize the sporozoite for uptake and degradation by macrophages) or 
block essential parasite ligands for hepatocyte-invasion receptors. This 
ideal vaccine would induce long-lasting antibody responses and memory  
B cells to protect individuals for life after a single round of immunizations 
in infancy. Indeed, because vaccinated individuals would not naturally 
acquire immunity to blood stages and might therefore be highly vulner-
able once vaccine immunity waned, these requirements should be seen 
as prerequisites. This ‘holy grail’ of malaria vaccine development has 
remained elusive, although the partially protective RTS,S/AS01 vaccine 
is a direct result of 50 years of effort towards this goal. New antigen targets 
for pre-erythrocytic vaccines (to supplement or replace the circumsporo-
zoite protein) are emerging from immunomic approaches68.

The next clear point of attack is the infected hepatocyte. A completely 
effective vaccine targeting this parasite stage would have the same clinical 
and epidemiological benefits as a sporozoite-stage vaccine. Despite the 
difficulty (and risk) of inducing inflammation in the liver, studies in mice 
have convincingly shown that cytotoxic and cytokine-secreting CD4+ and 
CD8+ T cells can reduce the number of parasites developing in the liver69 
(Fig. 1). These effector cells can be primed by dendritic cells in the lymph 
nodes70 draining the site of sporozoite inoculation by the mosquito and 
then migrate to the liver, where they identify infected cells by their pre-
sentation of sporozoite antigens on the cell surface71 (Fig. 1). Effector 
cells can also be induced in situ in the liver: live, radiation-attenuated 
and genetically attenuated sporozoites that invade liver cells but do not 
complete their developmental program also induce very potent T cell–
mediated immunity in mice72 and primates73, and these T cells seem to 
be required for protection. It is not yet known which of these two T cell 
populations (lymph-node primed or liver primed) is most able to confer 
protection or how dependent the two populations are on inflammation 
in the liver for their trafficking and survival.

An increasing number of liver stage–specific antigens have been identi-
fied74, but diverse attempts to induce protective immunity using protein 
or virally vectored antigens have so far been disappointing64. Although 
studies continue on adenovirus-vectored circumsporozoite vaccines, at 
least 15 other prototype liver-stage vaccines have been abandoned after 
phase 1 or phase 2 trials64. Many researchers in the field therefore advocate 
returning to a live, attenuated vaccine approach using irradiated or geneti-
cally attenuated parasites as either the immunogen itself or as a tool to 
identify new liver-stage antigens72,74–76. However, potential hurdles to be 
overcome with attenuated parasites (other than as research tools) include 
the apparent need to administer them intravenously in some cases77, the 
possibility that they may revert to virulence or recombine with field iso-
lates to form newly virulent genotypes (as has been recently reported for 
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infection (and four out of six were protected when challenged again 
28 months after immunization96), and CD4+ T cells producing IFN-g, 
TNF and IL-2 after in vitro re-stimulation with both sporozoites and 
erythrocytic parasites were identified as potential markers of protection. 
Whether liver-stage or blood-stage antigens are the primary targets of 
these T cells is not yet known, but data from a mouse model system indi-
cate that late-stage liver parasites can express blood-stage antigens and 
induce protective immunity against challenge with blood stages, as well as 
with sporozoites97. In mice, immunization with late liver stage–arresting 
parasites can confer cross-species immunity97, but, to our knowledge, 
neither the sporozoite nor the merozoite infection and chemoprophylaxis 
approach has yet been shown to confer protection against heterologous 
challenge, which will be essential for the vaccines to be efficacious in 
field settings. Indeed, epidemiologists were initially somewhat skepti-
cal about the real impact of these observations given that many people 
in endemic countries who are infected with malaria are also receiving 
antimalarial drugs. Yet the sustained protection from malaria associ-
ated in some studies with sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine treatment—either 
as intermittent preventative therapy or for parasite clearance in vaccine 
trials—suggests that substantially reducing the density of blood-stage 
infections or disrupting parasite development in the liver may allow more 
effective development of blood-stage immunity36,98. Recent experimental 
evidence strongly supports the latter mechanism: in addition to the stud-
ies with late liver stage–arresting parasites cited above97, drugs that inhibit 
the development of Plasmodium liver stages enhance the development of 
naturally acquired immunity in rodent malaria models98.

probably mediate their effects sequentially during infection: NK cells, 
gd T cells and phagocytes might restrain the earliest phases of parasite 
growth, T cells may help limit the peak of parasitemia, and antibodies 
might ‘mop up’ the residual infection, preventing recrudescence93. NK 
cell– and T cell–derived IFN-g is assumed to enhance the phagocytosis of 
infected red blood cells by macrophages. However, one important gap in 
our knowledge is whether the immune mechanisms that control primary 
infections are the same as those that control secondary and subsequent 
malaria infections. For example, during re-infection, antibodies of appro-
priate specificity might act to immediately contain the infection with 
a reduced requirement for a cell-mediated component. As both mice 
and nonhuman primates are more or less resistant to re-infection with 
many commonly used Plasmodium spp. and strains, there are few good 
animal models for secondary and subsequent infections. Therefore, the 
relative contribution of cell-mediated and antibody-mediated effector 
mechanisms to immunity to re-infection is very difficult to establish.

Supporting a role for TH1 effector cells in immunity to asexual blood 
stages, a study using repeated ultra-low doses of unattenuated infected 
red blood cells followed by drug treatment before the onset of clinical 
symptoms induced sterile protection against homologous challenge in 
three of four previously malaria-naive subjects. Immunization induced 
IFN-g–producing CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, but no antibodies to parasites 
or infected red blood cells were detected94. Roestenberg and colleagues95 
adopted a similar approach using repeated infected mosquito bites with 
concurrent chloroquine prophylaxis as their immunization strategy. All 
ten immunized subjects were protected against homologous challenge 
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Figure 3  Malaria vaccine approaches: aims and required immune responses. TEM, effector memory T cells; TCM, central memory T cells.
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both of parasitemia, however, depends on antibody-mediated responses, 
which become more effective over time, presumably because of the 
gradual acquisition and affinity maturation of antibodies recognizing 
prevalent parasite genotypes. Antibody responses also seem highly rel-
evant for tackling other parasite life-cycle stages, but we face considerable 
challenges in generating antimalarial antibodies in sufficient quantity 
and quality and keeping them at high enough levels to provide long-term 
protection. This will probably only be resolved when we have a better 
understanding of the precise role that TH cells have in shaping antima-
larial B cell responses and B cell memory, as well as the factors that are 
important for the generation of long-lived plasma cells.

Virally vectored vaccines are more efficient at inducing antigen-
specific IFN-g–secreting T cells compared to most adjuvanted protein 
vaccines, but the magnitude of these responses does not correlate with 
vaccine efficacy104,105, even when the vaccines are given in heterologous 
combination to ensure boosting of malaria-specific rather than vector-
specific responses106–108. Effective immunization may therefore depend 
at least as much on key qualitative parameters of T cell function as it does 
on absolute numbers of antigen-specific T cells. The unremitting focus 
on peptide-specific IFN-g secretion as a measure of T cell responsive-
ness109,110 has only very recently given way to the consideration of a 
wider array of T cell functions, but even so, as evidenced in the recent 
RTS,S studies20–24, the number of markers being studied is still very lim-
ited. The importance of T cell trafficking to target tissues, and the role of 
specific chemokines and chemokine receptors in this process, has begun 
to be investigated in mouse models of malarial pathology111,112, but 
chemokine receptor expression is only just beginning to be examined in 
effector T cell populations among vaccinated individuals113. Clearly we 
now need to take a broader look at potential markers of an effective T cell 
response. Genome-wide transcriptional analysis of vaccine responses, 
such as those recently applied to yellow fever114 and influenza115 vac-
cines and those currently underway for HIV vaccines116, may provide 
some insight into potential correlates of immune protection.

However, to determine which responses are the true mediators of pro-
tection and which are simply nonspecific (for example, adjuvant-induced) 
epiphenomena, we must differentiate the vaccinated individuals who are 
truly immune from similarly vaccinated individuals who are not. As 
immunization with multiple doses of irradiated sporozoites remains the 
most reliable means of inducing sterilizing immunity against challenge 
infection117, a concerted effort is needed to characterize the immunologi-
cal correlates of irradiated sporozoite-induced immunity in humans and 
to follow up protected individuals until that immunity is lost. Similarly, the 
very large phase 3 trial of the RTS,S vaccine that is currently underway11 
provides an opportunity to identify humoral correlates, cellular correlates 
or both of protection conferred by this vaccine. We suggest that multipa-
rameter flow cytometric and transcriptional analyses of antigen-specific 
T cells from RTS,S-vaccinated individuals should be given high priority. 
Furthermore, these responses need to be monitored over time after vac-
cination to determine the longevity of the memory cell population. Ideally, 
this would be combined with repeated in vitro assays to assess the speed 
of differentiation of memory cells into effector cells after re-exposure to 
antigen, as well as the ability of memory cells to self renew after antigen 
challenge. A similar analysis of B cell responses might also be informative.

Despite the power of the genome-wide transcriptional approach, teas-
ing out protective antigen-specific immune responses from neutral or 
even harmful responses, either in naturally infected populations or vac-
cine recipients, is complicated by the inevitably highly polyclonal nature 
of the response. For example, the host can develop antibody responses 
to some epitopes of MSP-1 that prevent invasion in vitro but can also 
develop so-called ‘blocking’ antibodies to other epitopes on the same 
molecule that prevent those helpful antibodies from binding, permitting 

Another promising avenue of blood-stage vaccine research is the quest 
for a vaccine that will induce antibodies that prevent sequestration of 
infected red blood cells in the placenta. Placental sequestration is medi-
ated by the binding of particular PfEMP-1 variants to complex polysac-
charides (primarily chondroitin sulfate A (CSA))99. CSA binding seems 
to be a property of a rather small subset of the PfEMP-1 repertoire, raising 
hopes that an oligovalent vaccine may be able to raise antibodies that will 
block most placental sequestration99. The repertoire of PfEMP-1 variants 
mediating sequestration elsewhere in the body is much broader, mak-
ing the prospect of a vaccine to prevent other manifestations of severe 
malaria much less probable. Yet as discrete clusters of PfEMP-1 vari-
ants are identified that preferentially bind to particular receptors100, the 
molecular signatures of receptor binding might be identified and allow 
for the targeting of specific clinical syndromes by vaccination.
Transmission-blocking vaccines—at the root of eradication. Targeting 
sexual stages of the life cycle (gametocytes, gametes and ookinetes) to 
prevent the development of infectious sporozoites within the mosquito 
(Fig. 1) is the vaccine approach most aligned with the current malaria 
eradication and elimination agenda. Although such vaccines could pro-
vide ‘herd immunity’ to reduce transmission, they would not confer indi-
vidual protection from infection or disease; this may make the regulatory 
processes more complex65 and may influence the perceived cost-benefit 
analyses made by national governments, as well as the acceptability of 
the vaccine at the individual or community level.

The surface proteins of these life-cycle stages are much less polymor-
phic than their asexual-stage counterparts and are therefore more ame-
nable to vaccine development. Transmission-blocking immunity seems 
to be mediated entirely by the humoral elements of antibody and comple-
ment, and preclinical vaccine testing is facilitated by the availability of a 
realistic bioassay101,102. Indeed, a transmission-blocking vaccine might 
be licensed on the basis of safety and immunogenicity data without the 
need for large randomized trials, but if clinical-efficacy trials are deemed 
necessary, cluster-randomized trials of entire villages in several different 
transmission settings will probably be required. Another (probably sur-
mountable) hurdle is that gamete and gametocyte surface proteins have 
complex secondary and tertiary structures with numerous disulphide 
bonds, which have made them challenging to express in their native 
form and resulted in vaccine candidates that induce antibody with poor 
binding to the native protein101. A final hurdle is that several antigens 
expressed during mosquito infection are not expressed in humans, and 
therefore antibodies raised by vaccination are unlikely to be boosted by 
subsequent natural infection.

Inducing and maintaining effector responses
For reasons still unknown, the induction of robust, appropriate and dura-
ble immune effector responses to many malaria antigens is highly prob-
lematic103. The identification of appropriate effector responses has been 
very difficult, even when protective efficacy can be documented, as every 
combination of antigen and delivery platform seems to induce a different 
pattern of responses. These responses vary greatly even among recipients 
of a single vaccine, and there is currently no consistent, predictive rela-
tionship between induction of any particular response and protection17.
Identifying appropriate effector responses—what are we looking for 
and how do we find it? Cellular immunity to malaria is extraordinarily 
complex (Fig. 2). Acute, proinflammatory, cytokine-mediated effector 
responses from both the innate and effector arms of the immune sys-
tem can limit the initial replication phase of blood-stage parasites and 
reduce direct damage to the host, such as hemolysis and erythrocyte 
degradation92,93. But these responses need to be quickly controlled by 
anti-inflammatory mechanisms to prevent immunopathology, notably 
by IL-10–secreting CD4+ T cells48 (Fig. 2). Eventual control, clearance or 
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ing of antibody responses from memory B cells or for differentiation of 
effector T cells from memory cells. Similarly, some gametocyte antigens 
begin to be expressed very early in the process of gametocytogenesis, and 
gametocytes may be found in the circulation for many weeks after the 
initial infection126, providing ample time for antibody titers to be boosted. 
In practice, however, gametocyte-specific antibodies are often present at 
only very low titers and may not be boosted by infection127; the reasons 
for this are not understood.

Where next for malaria vaccines?
RTS,S may soon be licensed and deployed and, in combination with inten-
sive vector control and improved management of clinical malaria cases, 
will help to maintain the momentum toward malaria control. At only 
30-50% efficacy, RTS,S will not in itself be a tool for malaria elimination 
or eradication. Sustainable and affordable control of malaria in the long 
term requires a highly effective vaccine that induces life-long immunity.

In our opinion, the spectrum of routes to this goal encompasses two 
extremes. The first is to continue trying to improve the efficacy of the 
prototype vaccines and candidate antigens that we already have, most 
of which have been under development for close to 20 years. The long 
and complicated story of RTS,S development is a clear validation of this 
approach, but the costs involved are such that very few candidates can 
be taken forward into the next generation of vaccines, and there is a 
need, regrettably, to ‘down select’ many potentially promising avenues 
of research. The second route is to go back to the drawing board and 
use everything we have learned and can learn about the biology of the 
parasite and the immune response of the host to develop entirely new 
approaches (Box 2). Both routes will be expensive, neither is guaranteed 
to work, and the most probable path forward will involve both. Moreover, 
demonstrating the efficacy of any new vaccine may raise ethical, financial 
and licensing dilemmas. Will a new vaccine have to show superiority to 
RTS,S in head-to-head clinical trials? For ethical reasons, will it have 
to be given in combination with RTS,S? How big (and therefore, how 
expensive) will such trials be?

Mathematical modeling of immune parameters and clinical outcomes 
of large-scale vaccine studies offers a relatively inexpensive means for 
prioritizing future research. For example, the benefits of combining anti-
gens from different life-cycle stages into a polyvalent vaccine could be 
assessed, the extent to which vaccine efficacy is compromised by the 
genetic diversity of the parasite or host population could be estimated, 
and the impact on the trial outcome of using different clinical or parasi-
tological endpoints could be compared. The balance between intended 
and unintended consequences of choices made during antigen, delivery-
platform and immunization-schedule optimization needs to be more 
clearly evaluated and understood. It is increasingly clear that all three of 
these variables contribute to the induction of an immune response; a for-
mulation optimized for one antigen cannot be assumed to be optimal for 
another, and the optimal interval between doses will vary depending on 
the antigen, the platform and the desired immune response. Increasingly 
complex delivery platforms, such as viral vectors and heterologous prime-
boost combinations, may need to be considered to generate the kind of 
enhanced protection that will represent a true step forward.

In reality, malaria vaccine development will continue to comprise 
incremental advances, coming from empirical approaches as well as fun-
damental research. We need to ensure, however, that these approaches are 
well integrated. It is essential that the biological materials and data gener-
ated by both approaches are subjected to detailed scrutiny so that we can 
begin to understand, for example, how different adjuvants and vaccine 
dosing schedules affect the balance and durability of effector, memory 
and regulatory responses. The raw immunological and epidemiological 
data from clinical trials need to be made publicly available so that they can 

the parasite to effectively invade once again118. A better understanding 
of the fine specificity of antibody responses to other potential vaccine 
candidates is greatly needed. In naturally infected individuals, protective 
antibodies may be induced with the same frequency and kinetics as are 
functionally irrelevant or detrimental antibodies119, making it impossible 
to determine which, if any, of the antibodies in a given serum sample 
might be mediating an antiparasitic effect. The use of genetically modi-
fied parasites that do not express particular antigens, such as PfEMP-1 
(ref. 120), or express orthologous but noncrossreactive antigens from 
other malarial species, such as MSP-1 (ref. 121), has allowed the dis-
section of humoral responses to some blood-stage antigens, and this 
approach deserves further attention.
Maintaining long-lived responses—how to hang on to what we’ve got. 
Animal studies have shown that maintaining high amounts of circulat-
ing antibodies, presumably by generating large numbers of long-lived 
plasma cells, is important for antisporozoite vaccines122. The transient 
nature of this stage of the life cycle precludes any possibility that reactiva-
tion of sporozoite-specific memory B cells and their differentiation into 
antibody-secreting cells would provide adequate protection, except in 
environments where persistent high levels of sporozoite exposure might 
allow antibodies to be maintained by successive generations of short-
lived plasma cells. However, there is evidence that B cell exhaustion may 
become a problem in such circumstances123. Maintaining high amounts 
of antisporozoite antibodies has been, and remains, a major challenge for 
sporozoite vaccination and will probably only be overcome by identifying 
better adjuvants or delivery systems.

Conversely, although it may be highly desirable to maintain high 
amounts of effectors against merozoites and gametocytes, boosting of 
antibody responses from memory B cells—and/or conversion of central 
memory T cells into effector cells—may be a viable option for these life-
cycle stages. Merozoite antigens begin to be expressed, albeit at quite low 
levels, within the first 2 d of the 7-d differentiation of intrahepatic para-
sites124, and merozoite numbers increase steadily over the first few days 
after their emergence from the liver such that the parasite densities that 
cause clinical disease are typically not reached until 9 or more days after 
sporozoite inoculation125. This is sufficient time for substantial boost-

Box 2  A manifesto for immunological research 
and malaria vaccines
First, obtain a better understanding of the innate pathways 
activated by proprietary adjuvant systems. 

Second, obtain a better understanding of the fine specificity 
of protective antibodies, making use of genetically modified 
parasites to dissect functional antibody specificities. 

Third, make a concerted effort to determine the immunological 
correlates of irradiated sporozoite-induced immunity in humans, 
including the optimal site (liver or lymph node) for T cell priming. 

Fourth, conduct more detailed analyses of vaccine-induced 
responses during clinical trials: extensive flow cytometric panels 
and transcriptional analysis of antigen-specific effector, memory 
and regulatory lymphocyte subsets combined with in vitro assays 
to assess their kinetics and durability. 

Fifth, systematically evaluate the impact of varying the dose, 
adjuvant, route, site, frequency and spacing of vaccinations and 
the age at vaccination on the quality and durability of effector and 
memory responses, bringing together biological materials and data 
from fundamental research with those from empirical studies. 

Sixth, make publicly available the raw immunological and 
epidemiological data from clinical trials for interrogation, 
modeling and hypothesis generation.
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